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Scaling Without Hierarchies. Or, Asymptotic Behavior of MobileAd Hoc Routing Protocols with respect to Tra�c, Mobility andSize.C�esar Santiv�a~nezDepartment of Electrical & Computer EngineeringNortheastern UniversityBoston, MA 02115, USAAbstractOn this paper, the issue of scalability on ad hoc networks is addressed. We present a frame-work powerful enough to allow for the analysis of a wide variaty of protocols in the literature. Weprovide the �rst asymptotic results for a representative set of protocols in the literature: PlainFlooding (PF), Standard Link State (SLS), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [5], HierarchicalLink State (HierLS) [6], Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [7], and HSLS. These results show thatHSLS presents the best scalability properties, even though it is much easier to implement thanthe other competitive protocols, namely HierLS and ZRP. In addition, the analytical results arecomplemented with a simulation experiment comparing HSLS and HierLS under a light-loadedscenario. An immediate contribution of this paper is to show that HSLS is a competitive, low-cost alternative to Hierarchical approaches for ad hoc networks. A longer term contribution ofthis work, is to improve our understanding of the limits and trade-o� inherent to mobile adhocnetworks.



1 IntroductionAn ad hoc network is a wireless network where the nodes (possibly mobile) communicate (possiblyusing multiple hops) without the presence of an infrastructure. Ad hoc networks are suitable insituations where the network must be rapidly deployed and function without an infrastructure, suchas military communications, disaster relief, campus networks, etc. . MANET networks are typicallylimited in terms of bandwidth, energy, processing capabilities, and security (among others).Recent years have witnessed a surge in the interest in ad hoc networks. Spurred by ever-decreasing form-factors and cost of wireless transceivers and processors, a multitude of new appli-cations are emerging. These include short-range ad hoc wireless networks for ubiquitous computing,larger range indoor wireless LANs that operate in ad hoc mode, metropolitan area networks (e.g.Metricom [1], Rooftop [2]), and sensor networks [3]. Standards such as Bluetooth, HomeRF, andIEEE 802.11 are giving impetus to the growth in the number of ad hoc communication enableddevices.At the same time, recent technological developments regarding wireless transmission rates(11 Mbps wireless LANs (IEEE 802.11b) are here [4] and 54 Mbps (HiperLAN2 Forum) in thenear future), battery life, and processing power will enable ad hoc networks to grow beyond theirtraditional limits (currently no more than tens of nodes), and to handle tra�c intensive applicationas for example digital images and video. Thus, this new scenario (bigger size, higher capacity,higher tra�c load) requires a review of the balance between data tra�c and control overhead intraditional routing protocols.Traditional solutions for large networks in �xed scenarios as the internet, relay on a hierar-chical structure being imposed into the network. Hierarchical extensions have also been proposedfor ad hoc networks. However, the inherent mobility of ad hoc networks requires complex hierar-chy maintenance procedures (not required in their �xed network counterparts) that di�cult theirimplementation. Also, the performance degradation imposed for such hierarchy maintenance is notwell understood. Is hierarchical routing the only (or the best) alternative to scale to large ad hocnetworks?.In this paper, the above question is answered negatively by showing that a novel link statevariant, the Hazy Sighted Link State (HSLS) protocol, presents scalabilty properties that are atleast as good as the one obtained by hierarchical approaches. HSLS, developed in the contextof DARPA's Density and Asymmetry-adaptive Wireless Network (DAWN) project [9], was �rstintroduced in [11]. HSLS is by far much easier to implement than the hierarchical approaches.Furthermore, analytical study of several protocols in the literature and the identi�cation ofHSLS as the one with better scalability (with respect to size , mobility, and tra�c) provides abetter understanding of the fundamental limit of ad hoc networks, and provides an insight into theanswer to the timely question: how scalable are ad hoc networks.In addition, the analytical results are complemented with a simulation experiment comparing1



HSLS and HierLS under a light-loaded scenario. The simulation results points out that HSLSnot only outperfroms HierLS in the extreme cases (high load, large networks) , but it may alsooutperform HierLS under lighter network conditions (where the asymptotic results do not reallyhold). In conclusion, for practical scenarios, the choice between HSLS and HierLS (ignoring imple-mentation cost) is not trivial. Thus, an immediate contribution of this paper is to present HSLSas an attractive alternative to HierLS. A longer term contribution of this work, is to improve ourunderstanding of the limits and trade-o� inherent to mobile adhoc networks.Our contributions include the following. We present a framework powerful enough to allow forthe analysis of a wide variaty of protocols in the literature. We provide the �rst asymptotic resultsfor a representative set of protocols in the literature: Plain Flooding (PF), Standard Link State(SLS), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [5], Hierarchical Link State (HierLS) [6], Zone RoutingProtocol (ZRP) [7], and HSLS. These results show that HSLS presents the best scalability prop-erties, even though it is much easier to implement than the other competitive protocols, namelyHierLS and ZRP. In addition, the analytical results are complemented with a simulation experi-ment comparing HSLS and HierLS under a light-loaded scenario. The simulation results pointsout that HSLS not only outperfroms HierLS in the extreme cases (high load, large networks) , butit may also outperform HierLS under lighter network conditions (where the asymptotic results donot really hold). In conclusion, an immediate contribution of this paper is to show that HSLS isa competitive, low-cost alternative to Hierarchical approaches for ad hoc networks. A longer termcontribution of this work, is to improve our understanding of the limits and trade-o� inherent tomobile adhoc networks.In particular, a unique feature of our work is that our results are derived from a mobility-based, probabilistic analytical model. Thus, our results have a broad applicability and help tounderstand the limits on scalability for large mobile ad hoc networks.The next subsection review some previous work. The remaining of this section reviews theconcept of total overhead that was �rst introduced in the prequel ([11]), where HSLS was derived.The de�nition of total overhead provides a framework powerful enough to allow the comparativeevaluation of the di�erent protocols. Roughly speaking, the lower the total overhead the greater theavailable capacity for data forwarding. Thus, the total overhead may be the single most importantperformance �gure in a bandwidth constrained network. in a bandwidth constrained network.Although performance �gures such as the delay, energy consumption, memory and processingrequirements, may be as or even more important depending on the particular environment, thiswork focuses only on the total overhead induced for di�erent protocols.Section 2 presents the assumptions adopted for the analysis; these assumptions have restrictedour attention to a (broad) class of networks. Section 3 analyzes the asymptotic behavior of thetotal overhead induced by the Plain Flooding (PF) algorithm. Section 4 presents similar results forthe SLS protocol. Section 5 presents an asymptotic lower bound for DSR's total overhead. Sections2



6 and 7 consider HierLS and ZRP respectively, and Section 8 briey describes and analyzes theHSLS. Section 9 summarizes these results and completes this paper with some �nal remarks.1.1 Previous workThere have been a vast amount of research into assesing the relative performance of routing pro-tocols for mobile networks. Some of the most recent works include [13], [14], [15], and [16]. Un-fortunately, ad hoc networks protocols have eluded a complete theoretical analysis, and most ofthe comparisons have been based on simulations. These simulation results, although extremelyuseful, fail to provide a deeper understanding of the limit of the protocols and their performancedependence in the network parameters outside the range being simulated. A notable exceptionis the work in [16] where analytical and simulation results are integrated in a comparative study.[16] provides valuble insight into di�erent protocols relative performance. [16], however, fails todeliver a �nal analytical result, as the efect of sub-optimal routes is evaluated through simulations;making it di�cult to totally understand the interactions among the di�erent network parameters.In the present work, that gap is closed, since exact (asymptotic) expressions are derived. Theseexpressions will provide the reader with the required understanding of the dynamic interaction ofnetwork parameters under the protocols studied.This work can be though of as a continuation to the work in [17] and [18]. In those works,the capacity (ignoring the routing protocol overhead) of an ad hoc network was studied. Theseanalysis points out that the achievable capacity is mainly limited by the length of the averagesource-destination pair. They both show that at a any given time, a number of simultaneoustransmissions in the prder (a fraction of) the number of nodes in the network is achieved. However,a succesful packet delivery may require more than one (re) transmission. In [17], an static networkwas considered and therefore the average path length increases as rapidly as the square root ofthe number of nodes in the network. Thus, as the number of nodes increases, the bandwidthavailable for a particular source decreases (as rapidly as the square root of the network size). In[18] mobility with in�nite memory and delay tolerance was considered, and therefore the averagepath length was reduced to 2. However, the delay will increase as fast as the decrease in averagepath length (that is, will now increase as the square root of te number of nodes in the network,since it is the time required for a node to get `close' to a random destination after a packet forthat destination has been received). Thus, since in practical scenarios we can not usually toleratethose high delays, imposing the condition that the packets be delivered as soon as they reach thehead of the transmission queue will cause the average path length to return to the values obtainedin [17]. This result (stated as assumption a.4) was fundamental in our analysis. In this paper, wecomplement the work in [17] and [18] by considering the protocol-induced overhead, that will limitthe e�ective capacity for data transmissions. 3



1.2 Scalability and Total overheadTraditionally, the term overhead has been used to describe only the amount of bandwidth employedin constructing a route towards a destination. Thus, in proactive approaches overhead has beenexpressed in terms of the number of packets exchanged between nodes, in order to maintain thenode's forwarding tables up-to-date. In reactive approaches, overhead has been described in termsof the bandwidth consumed by the route request/reply messages (global or local). E�cient routingprotocols try to keep the aforementioned overhead low.While the above mentioned overhead is an important characteristic signi�cantly the protocolbehavior, they do not provide enough information of a protocol's behavior, it is not comprenhensiveenough to lead to a proper performance assessment of a given protocol, since it fail to weight theimpact of sub-optimal routes. As the network size increases to, say, 100 nodes; maintaining routeoptimality imposes an unacceptable cost under both the proactive and reactive approaches, andsub-optimal routes become a fact of life in any scalable routing protocol. Sub-optimal routes areintroduced in reactive protocols because they try to maintain the current source-destination path foras long as it is valid, although it may no longer be optimal. In addition, local repair techniques try toreduce the overhead induced by the protocol at the expense of longer, non optimal paths. Proactiveapproaches introduce sub-optimal routes by limiting the scope (range) of topology informationdissemination (e.g. hierarchical routing [6]) and/or limiting the time between successive topologyinformation updates dissemination (e.g GSR [10]).Due to the above mentioned shortcomings, the authors revised the concept of overhead in[11];so that it would also capture the e�ect of sub-optimal routes in capacity limited systems, sincesub-optimal routes not only increase the end-to-end delay but also result in a greaterbandwidth usage than required. This extra bandwidth may be comparable to that associatedwith the other sources of overhead. Although approaches that attempt to minimize the othersources of overhead may appear to be scalable by inducing a �xed amount of the aforementionedoverhead, they may turn out to lead a poor performance due to increased overhead induced by thesub-optimal routes. Thus, a more e�ective de�nition of the overhead { which will be considered inthe remainder of this work { was presented :De�nition : The total overhead is equal to the total amount of bandwidth consumedin excess of the minimum required to forward data through the shortest distance(in number of hops) paths assuming that the nodes had instantaneous full-topologyinformation.The above de�nition of total overhead provides for a common basis for comparing otherwisevery di�erent protocols. It is not claimed to be the only criterion for comparison among protocols,as additional criteria { such as end-to-end delay, or jitter { may be imposed by di�erent applications.In the case of a bandwidth-limited network, and as the size and mobility of the network populationincrease, the remaining capacity (i.e. the total network capacity minus the total overhead) may4



well be the single most important performance metric. In addition, the total overhead expressionde�ned above is directly related to the energy consumed by a node due to transmissions, which isan important (limiting) factor on battery-constrained system. 1The di�erent sources that contribute to the total overhead may be grouped as reactive, proac-tive, and sub-optimal route overheads.The reactive overhead of a protocol is the amount of bandwidth consumed by the speci�cprotocol to build paths from a source to a destination, after a tra�c ow to that destination hasbeen generated at the source. In static networks, the reactive overhead is a function of the rate ofgeneration of new ows. In dynamic (mobile) networks, however, paths are (re)built not only dueto new ows but also due to link failures in an already active path. Thus, in general, the reactiveoverhead is a function of both tra�c and topology change.The proactive overhead of a protocol is the amount of bandwidth consumed by the protocol inorder to propagate route information before it is needed. This may take place periodically and/orin response to topological changes. Notice that the proactive overhead is the amount of bandwidthconsumed (to propagate/build routes) that is not included in the reactive overhead.The sub-optimal route overhead of a protocol is the di�erence between the bandwidth con-sumed when transmitting data from all the sources to their destinations using the routes determinedby the speci�c protocol, and the bandwidth that would have been consumed should the data havefollowed the shortest available path(s). For example, consider a source that is 3 hops away fromits destination. If a protocol chooses to deliver one packet following a k (k > 3) hop path (maybebecause the source is not (yet) aware of the availability of a 3 hop path), then (k�3)�packet lengthbits will have to be added to the sub-optimal route overhead computation. Similarly, if Plain Flood-ing (PF) is employed in a network of size N { requiring a packet to be retransmitted N times (oneper node) { then (N�3)�packet length bits will have to be added to the sub-optimal route overheadcomputation each time a packet is transmitted.The above classi�cation of the di�erent sources of total overhead will prove useful in derivingthe total overhead expressions in the next sections. First, the set of assumptions adopted in thiswork are introduced in the next section.2 Network modelLet G = (N ;V) be a directed graph, where N and V are the sets of nodes and links in the network,respectively. Let N = jN j be the number of nodes in the network, d be the average in-degree, L bethe average path length over all source destination pairs, �lc be the expected number of link statuschanges that a node detects per second, �t be the average tra�c rate that a node generates in a1However, if power consumption due to reception, processing, etc. is not neglectable, then the present work shouldbe extended before it can be applied to energy-constrained networks.5



second (in bps). The following assumptions, motivated by geographical reasoning, de�ne the kindof scenarios targetted on this work: 2a.1 As the network size increases, the average in-degree d remains constant.a.2 Let A be the area covered by the N nodes of the network, and � = N=A be the network averagedensity. Then, the expected (average) number of nodes inside an area A1 is approximately� �A1.a.3 The number of nodes that are at distance of k or less hops away from a source node increases(on average) as �(d � k2). The number of nodes exactly at k hops away increases as �(d � k).a.4 The maximum and average paths (in hops) among nodes in a connected subset of n nodesboth increase as �(pn). In particular, the maximum path across the whole network and theaverage path across the network (L) increases as �(pN).a.5 The tra�c that a node generates in a second (�t), is independent of the network size N(number of possible destinations). As the network size increases, the total amount of datatransmitted/received by a single node will remain constant but the number of destinationswill increase (the destinations diversity will increase).a.6 For a given source node, all possible destinations (N � 1 nodes) are equiprobable and as aconsequence the tra�c from one node to a particular destination decreases as �(1=N).a.7 It is assumed that link status changes are due to mobility. �lc is directly proportional to therelative node speed.a.8 Mobility models : time scaling. Let g0=1(x; y) be the probability distribution function of anode position at time 0 second, given that it is known that the node position at time 1 willbe (0; 0). Then, the probability distribution function of a node position at time t < t1 giventhat the node will be at the position (xt1 ; yt1) at time t1, is given by gt=t1(x; y; xt1 ; yt1) =1(t�t1)2 g0=1(x�xt1t1�t ; y�yt1t1�t ).The �rst assumption (a.1) follows since imposing a �xed degree in a network is both desir-able and achievable. It is desirable, because allowing the density to increase without bound wouldjeopardize the achievable network throughput3. It is achievable, because there are e�ective powercontrol mechanisms currently available (see for example [8]). In general, a topology control algo-rithm should try to make the density as small as possible without compromising (bi)connectivity.2Standard asymptotic notation is employed. A function f(n) = 
(g(n)) [similarly, f(n) = O(g(n))] if there existsconstants c1 and n1 [similarly, c2 and n2] such that c1 � g(n) � f(n) [similarly f(n) � c2 � g(n)] for all n � n1[similarly, n � n2]. Also, f(n) = �(g(n)) if and only if f(n) = 
(g(n)), and f(n) = O(g(n)).3See the topology (power) control results in DAWN [9]6



The �rst assumption excludes random network models where the probability of a link between2 nodes is �xed to a value p. In those networks, as the size increases, the average node degree (N �p)goes to in�nity and the shortest path among the 2 nodes furthest apart approaches 2. Such networksare not believed to be representative of future mobile ad hoc networks.The second assumption (a.2) is motivated by the observation that at large scales (large numberof nodes), one expects to see some uniformity. For example, it is natural to assume that halfthe area covered by the network contains around one half of the nodes in the network. Thus,geographical reasoning may not de�ne one hop connectivity (where multipath fading, obstacles,etc. are more important), but it obviously inuences connectivity at larger scales. Thus, we cantalk about the `geographical' and `topological' regions. In the `geographical' (large-scale) region,geographical-based reasoning shapes routing decisions. In the `topological' region, it is the actual{ and apparently arbitrary { link connectivity (topology) what drives the routing decisions, andgeographical insights are not useful.Assumptions a.3 and a.4 are based on assumption a.2. For example, consider a circular areacentered at node S of radius R with n nodes in it. Then doubling the area radius (2R) willquadruple the covered area, and therefore quadruple the number of nodes inside the area. On theother hand, the distance (in meters) from S to the furthermost nodes will have only doubled, andassuming that the transmission range (after power control) of the nodes does not change, then thedistance (in hops) will also only double (on the average). Similarly, the `boundary' area (where thenodes furthermost away from S are) will increase linearly (as the circumference of a circle does)with the radius.Assumption a.5 and a.6 follow from the behavior observed in the telephone and internetnetworks; that is, as the network size increases (i.e. networks interconnect) the total amount oftra�c required by a user does not increase but only diversi�es. For example, availability of cheaplong distance service all over the world allows a home user to talk with all their family membersand friends (wherever they are) but does not increase the time the user has to spare for personalphone calls. Similarly, with the increase in size and content of the internet, a user may �nd moreweb pages he/she would like to visit (destination set diversi�es), but if the amount of bandwidthand time available for the user to connect to the internet is �xed, he/she will have to limit the totaltime (and therefore tra�c) he/she spends on the internet.he above arguments are somewhat debatable and may change. For example, the increase insize and content of the internet may prompt users to stay more time on-line, or perform moredocument download operations, e�ectively increasing the incoming tra�c to these destinations.Also, tra�c sources involved in advertisement will try to send a �xed amount of information toall (or a constant fraction) of the users. For these `advertisers' the total tra�c injected into thenetwork will not be constant but will increase with network size.
7



Thus, assumptions a.5 and a.6 are motivated by human users behavior, and other networksmay violate these assumptions. For example, in sensor networks each node may want to transmitits sensed information either to all other nodes (causing �t to increase as �(N)), or to a centralnode (causing the destination set to consist of only 1 node, violating assumption a.6).The tra�c assumption is of paramount importance in the analysis since it will determinethe e�ect of sub-optimal routes in the network performance. For example, if almost all the tra�cis limited to a locality of the source then hierarchical routing [6] and ZRP [7] will be greatlybene�ted. On the other hand, having a small set of destinations will favor DSR [5]. In general,the most demanding scenario is when all destinations are equally probable, and for this reason theanalysis is focused in this case.Assumption a.7 stresses our interest in analyzing mobile networks. In particular, this assumesthat short-term variations in link quality may be bu�ered o� by an e�ective link control mechanism,for example by requiring a high fading margin before declaring a link up (so, small oscillations willnot a�ect connectivity), or by waiting for several seconds of link inactivity before declaring a linkdown (so that short-lived link degradation will not trigger link state updates). However, this maynot necessarily be true, as radio behavior is quite unpredictable and long-lived link degradation ispossible even if there is no mobility (e.g. due to rapidly varying multipath fading caused by smalldisplacement, obstructions, rain, etc.).Assumption a.8 is motivated by mobility models where the velocity of a mobile over time ishighly correlated . For example, this is the case if the unknown speed and direction are constant.Obviously, this assumption does not hold for a random walk model. However, a random walkmodel will induce smaller node displacements over time (randomness tends to cancel out) andconsequently they impose a somewhat less demanding scenario for routing protocols. Once again,the study of this paper considers the most demanding scenario (that is, larger displacements) andassumes that the speed and direction are random processes with a slow decaying autocorrelationfunction, which justify assumption a.8.The following sections present our results for total overhead for several current routing proto-cols.3 Plain Flooding (PF)In PF, each packet is (re)transmitted for every node in the network (except the destination). Thus,we need N�1 transmissions for each data packet, when the optimal value (on average) should havebeen L. Since there are �t �N data packets being generated at each second, the extra bandwidthrequired for transmitting all this packets is size of data � (N � 1 � L) � �t � N bps. And sinceL = �(pN), then PF sub-optimal route cost per second is �(�t � (N2 �N1:5)) = �(�t �N2).PF does not try to �nd routes toward the destination, so it does not induce neither reactive8



nor proactive cost. Thus, PF total overhead per second is �(�t �N2).4 Standard Link StateIn Standard Link State (SLS), a node sends a Link State Update (LSU) to the whole network eachtime it detects a link status change. A node also sends periodic, soft-state LSUs every Tp seconds.SLS does not induce reactive cost, and since the paths it generates are optimal, it does notinduce sub-optimal route cost either.To compute SLS proactive cost, consider that each node generates a LSU at a rate of �lc persecond, and this LSU is retransmitted at least once per each node (i.e. N times). Thus, each LSUgenerated a cost of size of LSU � N . Since there are N � �lc LSUs being generated at any givensecond, then SLS proactive cost is size of LSU � �lc �N2 bps.Thus, SLS total overhead per second is �((k1 + k2 � d) � �lc � N2), where we used the factthat the LSU size depends on the number of neighbors of a node (i.e. the node degree d), which isbounded independently of N (assumption a.1).5 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)In Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) no proactive information is exchanged. When a node (source)needs to reach a destination, it oods a route request (RREQ) message into the network. When aRREQ message reaches the destination (or a node with a cached route towards the destination) aroute reply message, including the newly found route, is sent back to the source. The source attachesthe new route to the header of all subsequent packets to that destination, and any intermediatenode along the route uses this attached information to learn the identity of the next hop in theroute.In the present work, only DSR without the route cache option (DSR-noRC) will be considered.5.1 DSR without Route Cache (DSR-noRC)DSR-noRC reactive cost must account for RREQ messages originated for new session requests(generated at a rate �s per second per node) and the RREQ messages generated by failures in linksthat are part of a path currently being used. If we only consider the RREQ messages originatedfor new session requests, then a lower bound can be obtained.Each new route request is ooded to the whole network, which implies at least N � 1 retrans-missions (only the destination does not need to retransmit the route request). Thus, each routerequest cost size of RREQ � (N � 1) bits, and there are �s �N RREQ messages being generatedin a second due to new session requests. Thus, DSR-noRC reactive cost per second is 
(�s � N2)bits. 9



Note that an upper bound can also be obtained if we consider that in the worst case each linkfailure required a new global RREQ (i.e. no local repair possible). Then, the overhead inducedby this repair RREQ will be number repairs � size of RREQ � N bits, and considering that thenumber of repairs requested in a second is smaller than the number of link failures (over the entirenetwork) in the same second (�lc � N), we conclude that the bandwidth cost induced by theserepairs is lower than �lc � N � size of RREQ �N bps. Thus, the cost induced by route repairs isO(�lc �N2), and the reactive cost of DSR is O((�s + �lc) �N2) bps.For DSR sub-optimal route cost let's only consider the extra bandwidth required for appendingthe source-route into each data packet. Once again, a lower bound will be obtained. The number ofbits appended to each data packet will be proportional to the length Li of path i. This length willbe equal to or larger than the length Lopti of the optimal path iopt. Thus, we can use the optimalpath values as a lower bound. Then, the extra bandwidth consumed by a packet delivered using apath i (with at least Lopti retransmissions) will be at least (log2N) � (Lopti )2, where log2N is theminimum length of a node address. Then, the average extra bandwidth per packet over all pathsis Ef(log2N) � (Lopti )2)g � (log2N)EfLopti g2 = (log2N)L2 bits. Thus, for each packet going fromsource to destination there is at least (an average) sub-optimal route cost of (log2N)L2. Then, sincethere are �t � N packets being transmitted at any given time (assumption a.5), the sub-optimalroute cost induced over the whole network is at least �t � N(log2N)L2 bps. Thus, recalling thatL = �(pN) (assumption a.4), DSR-noRC sub-optimal route cost is 
(�t �N2 log2N) bps.Finally, DSR-noRC total overhead per second is 
(�s �N2 + �t �N2 log2N).6 Hierarchical Link State (HierLS)In m-level Hierarchical Link State (HierLS) routing, (level 1) nodes are grouped in level 1 clusters,level 1 clusters (level 2 nodes) are grouped in level 2 super-clusters, and so on up to the m level.So in general, level i nodes are grouped into level i cluster, which become level i+1 nodes. And soon, until the number of highest level nodes is below a threshold and therefore they can be grouped(conceptually) in a single level m. Thus, the value of m is determined dynamically based on thenetwork size, topology, and threshold values.Link state information inside a level i cluster is aggregated (limiting the rate of LSU genera-tion) and transmitted only to other level i nodes belonging to the same level i cluster (limiting thescope of the LSU). Thus, individual link status change may not be sent outside the level 1 cluster(if they do not cause a signi�cant change to higher levels aggregated information), greatly reducingthe proactive overhead.HierLS relies on another service, namely Location Management, to inform a source node S theaddress of the highest level cluster that contains the desired destination D but does not contain thesource node S. For example, consider a 4-level network as shown in Figure 1. S and D are level 110
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Figure 1: A Source (S) - Destination (D) path in HierLS, as computed for node S. Also, the highlevel link inside the destination cluster have been `expanded'.nodes; X:1:1, X:1:2, etc. are level 2 nodes (level 1 clusters); X:1, X:2, etc. are level 3 nodes (level 2clusters); X, Y , V , and Z are level 4 nodes (level 3 clusters); and the entire network forms the level 4cluster. The Location Management (LM) service provides S the address of the highest level clusterthat contains D but does not contain S (e.g. the level 3 cluster Z in Figure 1). Node S can thenconstruct a source-based route toward the destination. This route will be formed by a set of links innode S level 1 cluster (X:1:1), a set of level 2 links in node S super-cluster (level 2 clusters X:1), andso on. In Figure 1 the route found by node S is : S�n1�n2�X:1:5�X:1:3�X:2�X:3�Y �Z�D.When a node outside node S level 1 cluster receives a packet, the node will likely produce the samehigh-level route towards D, but it will `expand' the high-level links that traverse its cluster usinglower level (more detailed) information. In Figure 1 this expansion is shown for the segment Z�D.The Location Management (LM) service can be implemented in di�erent ways, whether proac-tive (location update messages), reactive (paging), or a combination of both. Typical choices are:LM1 Pure reactive. Whenever a node changes its level i clustering membership but remains inthe same level i + 1 cluster, this node sends an update to all the nodes inside its level i + 1cluster. For example, if in �gure 1 node n2 moves inside cluster X:1:5, i.e. it changes its level1 cluster membership but does not change its level 2 cluster membership (cluster X:1); thennode n2 will send a location update to all the nodes inside the cluster X:1. The rest of the11



nodes in the network are not informed.LM2 Local paging. In this LM technique, one node in each level 1 cluster assumes the role of LMserver. Also, one node among the level 1 LM servers inside the same level 2 cluster assumesthe role of level 2 LM server, and so on up to the m level. The LM servers form a hierarchicaltree. Location updates are only generated and transmitted between nodes in this tree (LMservers). When a node D changes its level i clustering membership, the LM server of itsnew level i cluster will send a location update message to the level i + 1 LM server, whichin turn will forward the update to all the level i LM servers inside this level i + 1 cluster.Additionally, the level i+ 1 checks if the node D is new in the level i+ 1 cluster, and if thisis the case it will send a location update to its level i+ 2 LM server, and so on.When a level i LM server receives a location update message about node D from its leveli + 1 LM server, it updates its local database with node D's new location information andforwards this information to to all the level i � 1 LM servers inside its level i cluster. Thelevel i� 1 LM servers forward the location update message to the level i� 2 server in its leveli � 1 cluster, and so on until all the level 1 LM servers (inside node D's level i + 1 cluster)are informed of the new level i location information of node D.When a node needs location information about any node in the network, the node pages itslevel 1 LM server for this information.LM3 Global paging. LM3 is similar to LM2 in that they both create and maintain a LM serverhierarchy. The di�erence between LM3 and LM2 strives in that when a level i LM serverreceives a location update from a higher level i + 1 LM server, it does not forward thisinformation to the lower level ( i � 1) LM servers. Thus, a lower level (say level j < i) LMserver does not have location information for nodes outside its level j cluster. Additionally, amechanism for removing outdated location information about nodes that left a level i clusterneed to be added to the level i clusters LM servers. Basically, a level 1 LM server that detectsthat a node left its level 1 cluster will remove the entry corresponding to this node form itsown database, and will inform its level 2 LM server. The level 2 LM server will wait for awhile for a location update from the new level 1 cluster (if inside the same level 2 cluster)and if no such an update is received it will remove the node entry and will inform its level 3LM server, and so on until arriving to a LM server that already has information about thenew location of the node.When a node needs location information about any node in the network, the node pages itslevel 1 LM server for the information. If the level 1 LM does not have the required information,it (the level 1 LM server) pages its level 2 LM server, who in turn pages its level 3 LM server,and so on, until a LM server with location information about the desired destination is found.12



In this work we will initially assume that a proactive approach (LM1) is being used (becauseapproach LM1 is easier to implement and analyze). We will refer to this protocol as HierLS-LM1.Approach LM2 (referred to as HierLS-LM2) potentially reduces the bandwidth consumption (forreasonable values of �s) but at the expense of complexity (selection and maintenance of LM servers)and an increase in the latency for route establishment. However, the asymptotic characteristic ofHierLS do not change whether we use approach LM1 or approach LM2, as will be explained later(subsection 6.4). Approach LM3 (referred to as HierLS-LM3) is the more complex to implementand analyze. It will induce a signi�cant amount of reactive overhead (susceptible to tra�c), but willreduce the amount of overhead induced by mobility. Approach LM3 will be analyzed subsection6.5. In the following subsections we will develop expressions for HierLS-LM1 proactive and sub-optimal route costs and found the total overhead induced by this approach (since approach LM1is used for location management, there is no reactive cost associated with HierLS-LM1). The lastsubsections modify the previous analysis to obtain the total overhead expression for HierLS-LM2,and HierLS-LM3.6.1 HierLS-LM1 proactive costLet's consider a network organized in m level clusters, each of equal size k (thus the network sizeN = km). Note that k is �xed (prede�ned) meanwhile m increases with N .If the cause of topology change is not mobility but random oscillations on the link quality dueto interference, multi-path fading, short range mobility, etc. it is highly probable that there is nocluster membership change for any node. Thus, there is no location management cost. Even more,link status changes are not likely to trigger higher level (abstracted) link changes. This is becausehigher level links are the aggregation of several low-level links and the temporal changes in onelink are not important enough to signi�cantly a�ect the set.4 Thus, if link changes are propagatedinside level 1 clusters only, then each LSU will be retransmitted k times (once per each node inthe same level 1 cluster as the node generating the LSU). Thus, since there are �lc �N LSUs beinggenerated each second, the proactive cost is k ��lc �N bps, that is, proactive cost is 
(�lc �N) bps.In the other hand, if topology change is due to mobility, the proactive cost asymptotic behavioris dominated by the location management function (approach LM1). To visualize this, let's considerthat the average speed of a node is s, then the time that a node takes to change its level m � 1cluster is directly proportional to the diameter of this level m�1 cluster and inversely proportionalto the node speed s. Since the level m� 1 cluster size is N=k, the cluster diameter is �(pN=k) .In approach LM1, the new location information will have to be forwarded to all the nodes insidethe level m cluster (the whole network). Thus, every node will send a location update message to4Usually, link state updates for higher level links are triggered when the di�erence between the current cost {however it is de�ned { and the last one advertised exceeds a threshold13



the whole network (N transmissions) each �(pN=k=s) seconds, inducing a cost of �(pk � s �pN)bits each second. Thus, totaling over all nodes, the proactive cost due to level m � 1 clustersmembership change is �(pk � s � N1:5) per second. If we consider the location update generateddue to level m� i membership change, we will see that a level m� i (m� i+1) cluster is ki�1 timessmaller than a level m�1 (m) cluster, and consequently a level m� i cluster diameter is k i�12 timessmaller than a level m� 1 cluster diameter. Thus, the generation rate of location updates due tolevel m� i membership change is k i�12 times larger than the rate induced by level m� 1 changes.Also, since the new location information will have to be transmitted to all the nodes inside thecurrent level m� i+1 cluster then the number of transmissions required for each packet decreasesby a factor of ki�1 with respect to the number of transmissions induced by level m � 1 changes,which results in a net reduction of k i�12 . Thus, the total cost due to location updates is :Loc Upd Cost = �(pk � s �N1:5) � [1 +r1k +r1k 2 +r1k 3 + :::]= �(pk � s �N1:5) � 11�p1=k= �(s �N1:5)Thus, proactive cost in HierLS-LM1 has a lower bound (location management cost) that is
(s �N1:5) bps. Therefore, HierLS proactive cost per second is 
(s �N1:5). Comparing this valuewith the 
(�lc�N) cost due to LSUs in the non-mobility case, and considering that { unless mobilityis highly grouped 5 { LSUs are mainly limited inside level 1 clusters (no higher level LSUs), weconclude that HierLS-LM1 proactive cost per second is 
(s �N1:5 + �lc �N).6.2 HierLS-LM1 sub-optimal route costTo estimate the sub-optimal route cost, we assume that each level i (beginning at level 2) increasesthe actual route length by a factor fi (fi depends on the mobility rate and the value of k andis typically close to 1, for example f = 1:05 means a 5% increase in the route length). Thus, ifthe optimal path length is l, then the actual path length will be �i=mi=2 fil. Let f be the geometricaverage of the set ffig, that is, f = (�mi=2fi) 1m�1 . Then, the sub-optimal route cost induced bya packet transmission is size of data � (fm�1 � 1) � l = size of data � (k(logk f)(m�1) � 1) � l =size of data � (Nk � � 1) � l, where � = logk f .Since there are �t � N packets entering the network each second, the total sub-optimal routecost per second is size of data � (Nk � � 1) � L � �t � N , and since L is �(pN), we �nally get that5If nodes move as groups, higher level nodes (clusters) association may appear/disappear over time. For example,two groups may come close together or separate by going in di�erent directions. In the other hand, if nodes mobilitypattern are independent, the disappearance of some links between a pair of clusters will be likely compensated bythe appearance of new links. 14



HierLS-LM1 6 sub-optimal route cost per second is �(�tN1:5+�).6.3 HierLS-LM1 total overheadCombining the lower bound obtained for the proactive cost and the tight bound obtained for thesub-optimal route cost we �nally obtain that the total overhead per second for HierLS-LM1 is
(s �N1:5 + �lc �N + �tN1:5+�). 76.4 HierLS-LM2 total overheadLM2 di�ers from LM1 in that:� LM1 transmit location update to all the nodes inside a level i cluster. LM2 transmit thisupdates only to the level 1 LM servers.� LM2 induces a reactive cost when paging the level 1 LM servers asking for a destinationlocation information.The �rst di�erence implies that LM2 reduction factor on location update cost with respectto LM1 is in the order of the ratio of the number of nodes (N) to the number of level 1 LMservers (�(N=k)). This ratio is �(k); where k, the number of nodes in a level 1 cluster, is �xed(predetermined, bounded). Thus, HierLS-LM2 proactive cost asymptotic behavior is the same asHierLS-LM1's .The second di�erence implies a reactive cost component in HierLS-LM2 total overhead ex-pression. Indeed, in the worst case, each time a packet is transmitted the source has to page itslevel 1 location server. This paging message need to be retransmitted in average �(pk) times. Theimportant observation is that this number is bounded as the maximum size of a level 1 cluster ispredetermined independently of the size N (what changes with N is the number of levels m). Thus,in the worst case, each second �t � N paging messages will have to be retransmitted a constantnumber of times, therefore inducing a bandwidth consumption per second that is �(�t �N). Thus,the reactive cost induced by HierLS-LM2 (upper bounded) is O(�t � N). This value is smallerthan the sub-optimal route cost (�(�t �N1:5+�)) and therefore has no impact in the total overheadexpression.Thus, HierLS-LM2 total overhead is 
(s � N1:5 + �lc � N + �tN1:5+�), and shows the sameasymptotic properties as HierLS-LM1.6This result is also valid for HierLS-LM2 and HierLS-LM3.7The author considers this expression to be a tight bound and that the total overhead induced by HierLS-LM1 is�(s �N1:5 + �lc �N + �tN1:5+�).
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6.5 HierLS-LM3 total overheadWhen the LM3 approach is used, a node change in its level i membership will be informed (forthe new level i LM server) to the other level i LM servers (k nodes on average). The number oftransmission needed to reach each of these level i LM servers will be of the same order of magnitudethat the diameter (Di) of a level i cluster. The generation rates of these level i location updates(for a given node) will roughly be �(s=Di) where s is the node speed as explained in subsection6.1. Thus, the bandwidth consumption due to level i location updates induced by one node is�(k �Di) � �(s=Di) = �(k � s) = �(s). Thus, considering the location updates due to levels 1, 2,.., m; we get that the bandwidth consumption due to all the location updates induced by a nodeis �(s �m) = �(s � logkN). And, considering the bandwidth consumed by all the N nodes in thenetwork we get that HierLS-LM3 location update cost is �(s �N logN).For the paging (reactive) cost, we recall that the fraction of nodes in a source (say S) m� 1level cluster is (on average) 1=k. Thus, most of the nodes belong to a di�erent level m� 1 cluster.Since all the nodes are equiprobable destinations (assumption a.6), we conclude that the majorityof destinations will require long pages, that is, will require pages that will travel all the way tothe level m � 1 LM server. Thus, we may simplify the analysis by considering only the cost ofpaging for information to destination outside one node level m � 1 cluster. Thus, each page willrequire at least 
(pN=k) transmissions (assuming that optimal routes are available and becauseof assumption a.4). Also, a page is generated at least every new session and the fraction of thesepages that refer to destination outside the source (S) level m � 1 cluster is k � 1=k � 1. Thus,each second there are at least k�1k � �s �N pages being generated (in the entire network), inducinga reactive cost of at least 
(k�1k � �s �NpN=k) = 
(�sN1:5).Note that an upper bound can also be found if we consider that all pages are far reaching, thata page is triggered for each data packet (at a rate of �t �N packets per second) and that the averagenumber of transmissions required for each page is �(N0:5+�) (see subsection 6.2 about sub-optimalroutes). Then, the paging cost obtained is O(�tN1:5+�). Thus, the reactive cost (paging LM servers)can be absorbed by the sub-optimal route cost expression (�(�tN1:5+�)), and its inclusion in thetotal overhead expression will have no e�ect.Finally, HierLS-LM3 total overhead per second is 
(s �N logN +�lc �N +�tN1:5+�), slightlydi�erent from the expressions for HierLS-LM1 and HierLS-LM2.7 Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is a hybrid approach, combining a proactive and a reactive part.ZRP tries to minimize the sum of the proactive and reactive overhead.In ZRP, a node propagates event-driven (Link State) updates to its k-hop neighbors (nodes ata distance, in hops, of k or less). Thus, each node has full knowledge of its k-hop neighborhood and16



may forward packets to any node on it. When a node needs to forward a packet outside its k-hopneighborhood, its sends a route request message (similar to DSR), but this packet do not need tobe send to all the nodes in the network but only to a subset of them (namely, `border nodes'). Thenodes in this subset will have enough information about their k-hop neighborhoods as to decidewhether to reply to the route request or to forward it to its own set of `border' nodes. The routeformed will be described in terms of the `border' nodes only, thus allowing `border' nodes to locallyrecover from individual link failures, reducing the route maintenance cost.ZRP's total overhead components will be analyzed in the next subsections, where lower boundswill be derived.7.1 ZRP proactive costAfter a node S detects a link status change, it generates and propagates a LSU with a Time To Live(TTL) �eld set to k. Thus, the LSU is retransmitted for all the nodes that are k � 1 or less hopsaway from S. In average there are �((k� 1)2) = �(k2) such nodes (assumption a.3). Thus, in ZRPeach LSU induces �(k2) transmissions. Since the LSU generation rate (for the whole network) is�lc �N , then we conclude that ZRP proactive cost per second is �(k2 � �lc �N).Similarly, if we let nk represent the average number of nodes inside a node (say S) `zone' (i.e.less that k hops away from S), and recalling (assumption a.3) that nk = �(k2), then we obtainthat ZRP proactive cost per second is �(nk � �lc �N).7.2 ZRP reactive costFor ZRP's reactive cost, a lower bound will be provided. This lower bound will be obtained byconsidering only the bandwidth consumed by new session's route request (RREQ). The bandwidthconsumed for new RREQ required for repairing paths (which could be signi�cant in a highly mobileenvironment) is ignored, therefore the result obtained is just a lower bound.To compute the bandwidth consumed by new session's route request (RREQ), we �rst considerthe bandwidth consumed by one (1) route request (RREQ) generated by a node (say S) due to thebeginning of a new session.Let fBSi g the set of border nodes that will need to be paged by node S. ZRP tries to e�cientlyminimize the number of nodes paged. Thus, considering that each border node `covers' in averagenk = �(k2) nodes (assumption a.3) and that each node is at least `covered' by a border node, weconclude that adding up the number of nodes covered for any of the border nodes or the source, thisvalue should be (at least) greater than N (i.e. the entire network is `covered' when trying to �nd adestination). As a consequence jfBSi gj+1) � nk � N . The last inequality implies jfBSi gj � Nnk � 1.Thus, the number of border nodes is 
(N=nk). The more e�ective the implementation of ZRP, thetighter the bound. 17



Now, each border node has to receive at least once the RREQ message originated by node S.For example, border node BSi received the RREQ for the �rst time from border node BSj . ThisRREQ packet has to travel k hops from BSj to BSi and therefore it consumes size of RREQ � kbits. Adding up all such transmissions over all border nodes we get a bandwidth consumption ofsize of RREQ �k � jfBSi gj bits. The last quantity is a lower bound for the bandwidth required forpropagation of a node (S) RREQ message, since it does not consider duplicate transmission andback-propagation of RREQ messages, that although minimized by ZRP veri�cation process, cannot be totally eliminated. In general, the more e�cient the veri�cation algorithms, the tighter thebound.Then, since each second there are �s �N new RREQ being generated, ZRP reactive cost persecond is lower bounded by �s�N �size of RREQ�k�jfBSi gj � �s�N �size of RREQ�k�( Nnk�1).Finally, ZRP reactive cost per second is 
(�sN2=k) = 
(�sN2=pnk).7.3 ZRP sub-optimal route costZRP paths degrade over time. Thus, ZRP's sub-optimal route cost increases with mobility andsession duration, and decreases with the `zone radius'. In one extreme if one node's zone is theentire network, this cost is zero; in the other if the zone radius is the smallest possible we got DSRperformance.We may obtain an upper bound if we consider that the worst possible path length for a ZRPsession grows as �(N=k). To visualize this, consider a sequence of border nodes from source (S) todestination (D) long after the initial path was constructed and after several repair procedures havetaken place : S�BS1 �BS2 �BS3 �BS4 � :::D. One property of this sequence is that 2 non-adjacentmembers of the list can not belong to each other zone (i.e. can not be less that k hops apart). 8This property causes (as will be explained below) that the largest possible sequence increases as�(N=k2). Also the number of transmissions required to forward one packet from one node of thesequence to the next is in average �(k). 9 Then, the maximum bandwidth that may be requiredto forward one packet (a long time after the session was �rst created, and assuming high mobility)is �(Nk2 ) � �(k) = �(Nk ) bits. Since there are �t � N packets being generated each second, anupper bound for sub-optimal route cost per second for ZRP is given by the di�erence between thismaximum bandwidth employed (�(Nk ��t �N)) and the optimal value (�(�t�N �L) = �(�t�N1:5))that would have been obtained if full topology information were available. Thus, ZRP sub-optimal8For example, if BS1 and BS4 are less than k hops apart, then BS1 will shorten the sequence from S to D as follows: S � BS1 � BS4 � :::D. Thus, by repeating the above procedure we always get a sequence with the aforementionedproperty.9We know that the maximum distance between consecutive nodes in the sequence is k (one is in the zone of theother) and the minimum distance between nodes two position apart (e.g. BS1 and BS3 ) in the sequence is at least k+1(since they do not belong to each other zone because of the aforementioned property). Then, the average number oftransmission required is between k+12 and k (i.e. �(k)). 18



route cost per second is O(�t � N2k ) (upper bound).We note that the above term (upper bound) presents the same asymptotic behavior that thelower bound for ZRP reactive cost (considering that �t and �s are directly proportional, where theproportional constant is the average number of packets transmitted as part of a session). Thus, itis safe to say that the asymptotic behavior of ZRP is captured by the reactive and proactive costalone, and that we can analyze the total overhead asymptotic behavior based on these values only.Thus, we will not try to further improve the loose upper bound on sub-optimal route presentedhere. Now, we need to show that since the sequence of intermediate nodes from source S to des-tination D has the property that non-adjacent nodes are more than k hops apart then maximumpossible length of such a sequence increases as �(N=k2). Indeed, consider only the sub-sequenceformed by the odd-placed nodes in the original sequence (i.e. S, BS2 , BS4 , BS6 ...). The presenceof S in the subsequence inhibits any other node in S's zone. Similarly, the presence of BS2 in thesub-sequence inhibits all other nodes in BS2 zone. Now, consider that the maximum number oftimes a node j can be inhibit is rj and let r be the average value of rj over all the nodes, we willshow later that r increases as �(1) with respect to network size (N) and zone radius (k). Thusadding up the number of nodes inhibit for the nodes in the subsequence can not be larger thanN � r. Thus, the length of the subsequence is smaller than N � r=nk, and the length of the originalsequence is smaller than 2 �N � r=nk. Thus, the maximum sequence length is �(N=k2) (providedr exists and is �(1)).Finally, it is easier to explain the behavior (bound) of r rather than showing it. So, let's tryto understand intuitively the reasons r is independent of N and k. Let's consider a node X andthe set of nodes fYig that inhibit node X of belonging to the aforementioned sub-sequence. Weknow that nodes fYig are at least k hops away from each other. Also, they must be k or less hopsaway from X (to be able to `inhibit' it). Thus, the limit in the number of times node X can beinhibit is equal to the maximum number of inhibitors inside node X zone. In other words, r is themaximum number of nodes that can be inside node X zone (less than k hops away), given thatthey are all more than k hops away from each other. Before attempting to answer this questionin a graph theoretic framework, let's formulate a similar (in view of assumptions a.2, a.3, and a.4)geometric problem: what is the maximum number of points that can be placed inside a circle ofradius R, such that the minimum distance between any of this points is greater than R?. If thecondition would have been \greater or equal" to R, it is easily veri�ed that the solution would bethe 7 points shown in Figure 2: P1, the center of the circle, and the 6 vertex (P2 : : : P7) of a regularhexagon with its side lengths equal to R and its center colocated with the circle center (i.e. P1).Thus the six vertex will be exactly on the border of the circle of radius R. Any repositioning ofthe points trying to give room for another one will result in the reduction of some of the distancesto less than R. Thus, if 7 is the maximum we can get when we allow the distances to be \greater19
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7.4 ZRP total overheadIn the previous subsection be obtained a lower bound for ZRP's reactive and proactive cost. Also,an upper bound for ZRP sub-optimal route cost showed that inclusion of this term is not necessaryto analyze the asymptotic properties on ZRP's total overhead. Thus, ZRP total overhead is 
(nk ��lc �N + �sN2=pnk) , which is obtained by adding the reactive and proactive cost only.If we attempt to minimize the above lower bound by properly choosing the value nk, we getthat the best asymptotic behavior of the bound is obtained when (if possible) nk = �((�s�N�lc ) 23 ),obtaining a total overhead that is 
(� 13lc � � 23s �N 53 ). 11Note that when �lc = �(�s � N), nk must be �(1) and therefore the total overhead inducedby ZRP becomes 
(�lc � N + �sN2) = 
(N � (�lc + �s � N)) = 
(�s � N2). If �lc grows fasterthat �(�s �N), values of nk lower than 1 does not make sense. What happen is that ZRP behavesin pure reactive mode (similar as DSR) and therefore the total overhead induced by ZRP in thosecases is also 
(�s �N2).In the other hand, if �lc = �(�s=pN), the best achievable value of nk is �(N). Thus, ZRPtotal overhead becomes 
(�lc � N2 + �sN1:5) = 
(N2 � (�lc + �s=pN)) = 
(�lc � N2). If �s=pNgrows faster than �lc, then nk can not grow more than N and therefore ZRP behaves in pureproactive mode (as SLS) and induces a total overhead of 
(�lc �N2).Finally, ZRP total overhead is:ZRPtotal overhead = 8>>><>>>: 
(�lc �N2) if �lc = O(�s=pN)
(� 13lc � � 23s �N 53 ) if �lc = 
(�s=pN) and �lc = O(�s �N)
(�s �N2) if �lc = 
(�s �N)8 Hazy Sighted Link State (HSLS)In the prequel ([11]), the HSLS protocol was introduced as the best algorithm among the family ofFSLS approaches. HSLS is based in the observation that nodes that are far away do not need tohave complete topological information in order to make a good next hop decision, thus propagatingevery link status change over the network may not be necessary.The analysis in [11] hinted about the excellent asymptotic properties of HSLS, although theexact expression were not derived. That work was left to this paper.In a highly mobile environment, the HSLS protocol will transmit Link Status Updates (LSU)at particular time instants that are multiples of te seconds. Thus, several link changes are `collected'and transmitted every te seconds. The Time To Live (TTL) �eld of the LSU packet is set to a valuethat is a function of the current time index. After one global LSU transmission { LSU that travelsover the entire network, i.e. TTL �eld set to in�nity { all counters are reset and the algorithm is11Note that in this case k, the zone radius, is �((�s�N�lc ) 13 ). Thus, k should increases with tra�c and decreases withmobility as expected; but the dependency is not linear. 21



(re)initialized. After this transmission, a node `wakes up' every te seconds and sends a LSU withTTL set to s1 if there has been a link status change in the last te seconds. Also, the node wakesup every 2 � te seconds and transmits a LSU with TTL set to s2 if there has been a link statuschange in the last 2 � te seconds. In general, a node wakes up every 2i�1 � te (i = 1; 2; 3; :::) secondsand transmits a LSU with TTL set to si if there has been a link status change in the last 2i�1 � teseconds.12 If the value of si is greater than the distance from this node to any other node in thenetwork (which will cause the LSU to reach the entire network), the TTL �eld of the LSU is set toin�nity and the algorithm is reset.The function si is chosen as to minimize the total overhead (as de�ned in the previous section).Based on assumption a.6 an uniform tra�c distribution among all the nodes in the network wasassumed and as a consequence the best performance is obtained 13 when si = 2i (i.e. s1 = 2; s2 =4; s3 = 8; s4 = 16; ::: and so for). Thus, nodes that are at most two hops away from a node X willreceive information about any node X's link status change at most after te seconds. Nodes thatare more than 2 but at most 4 hops away from X will receive information about any of X linkschange at most after 2 � te seconds. In general, nodes that are more than 2i�1 but at most 2i hopsaway from X will receive information about any of X links change at most after 2i�1 � te seconds.Figure 3 shows an example of HSLS's LSU generation process when mobility is high and inconsequence LSUs are always generated. Figure 3 assumes that the node executing HSLS computesits distance to the node farthest away from itself to be betwenn 17 and 32 hops, and therfore itreplace the TTL value of 32 with the value in�nity, resetting the algorithm at time 16te. The readeris referred to [11] and [12] for more details about HSLS.The analysis in [11] hinted about the excellent asymptotic properties of HSLS, although theexact expression were not derived. That task was left to the following subsection of this paper.8.1 HSLS proactive costConsider Figure 3. We assume that we are in a highly mobile environment so that every timeinterval a LSU is generated. This assumption will be relaxed later, but for now it helps to betterunderstand the analysis. We want to add together all the di�erent LSUs (re)transmissions due toLSUs generated by node X and then average them over time (later, we multiply this average valuefor the number of nodes in the network to get the proactive cost). We can begin grouping LSUs bytheir TTL value at the time they were generated. For example, we count the number of packetsthat has been transmitted due to LSUs that were generated with a TTL set to s4 = 16 (or what12In case a node has several LSUs to transmit with TTL values s1, s2, etc, the node will only transmit one LSUwith the highest TTL value.13The derivation of si is out of the scope of the present paper, but intuitively it can be seen that due to our`uniform' distribution of tra�c destinations, a linear relationship between distance and freshness of information isobtained. This linear relationship causes that the probability of a bad next hop decision remain roughly constantindependently of the distance to the destination, as will be later explained in subsection 8.2.22
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Figure 3: General LSU generation process for HSLS when relative node mobility is high, for a nodewhose distance to the node farthest away from itself is betwween 17 and 32.is the same, that were generated at times 8 � k � te, where k is odd). These LSUs (of size �(d),where d is the average node degree) are generated every 16 � te seconds and are transmitted to�(d � 162) nodes (assumption a.3). Thus, the bandwidth consumed by these packets (originated attimes 8 � k � te) will be �(d�d�16216�te ) = �(d2�16te ). If we consider the bandwidth consumed by packetstransmitted due to LSUs generated with TTL set to s3 = 8, we notice that the generation rateincreases by a factor of 2, but the number of packets (re)transmitted decreases by a factor of 4, thusthe total e�ect is a reduction of 2 in the bandwidth consumed. Let Ci be the bandwidth consumedby the LSUs with TTL equal to 2i, then the bandwidth consumed for the LSUs with TTL equalto 2i or lower is equal to Ci + Ci�1 + Ci�2 + ::: = Ci[1 + 12 + 14 + 18 ] � 2 � Ci. Thus, an importantresult is that the proactive cost is dominated by the longest reaching LSUs, that is, by the LSUswith the maximum possible value of TTL (i.e. with TTL set to the maximum distance betweenany two nodes).Thus, a more careful analysis begins by accounting for the LSUs with larger TTL. We alreadymentioned that any node (say X), computes its maximum distance to any other node ((MDx)and if the value of TTL provided by the HSLS algorithm is greater than this value, node X willset set the TTL value to in�nity (global LSU) and will reset the counters and timers. Let Rx bethe power of 2 such that Rx < MDx � 2Rx. Thus, at time Rx � te the node X sends a LSU tothe entire network and resets the counter to zero. Thus, every Rx � te seconds node X induces Ntransmissions, and therefore the bandwidth consumption due to this global LSUs is size of LSU�NRx�te .The second larger TTL is Rx, and LSUs with this TTL are generated at times Rx2 �te. Recallingthat the timer are reset at time Rx � te, we notice that the interval between consecutive generationtimes is (Rx � te � Rx2 � te) + Rx2 � te = Rx � te. Thus, the generation rate of LSUs with TTL equal23



to Rx is 1Rx�te (the same as the generation rate of global LSUs, i.e. LSUs with TTL set to in�nity).These LSUs (with TTL set to Rx) induces sRx transmissions (where sRx = �(R2x)). It is clear thatthese LSUs will not reach all the nodes in the network so sRx < N . Let fx = sRx=N , thus fromassumption a.3, fx should be around (Rx=MDx)2, i.e., fx 2 [0:25; 1]. In practical situations, dueto boundary e�ects (i.e. the number of nodes at a maximum distance MDx is small), we got thattypically fx is in the interval [0:5; 1]. Thus, the bandwidth consumption due to LSUs with TTLequal to Rx is size of LSU�fx�NRx�te .For the remaining TTL values we do not need to consider `boundary' conditions anymore.Thus, for TTL equal to Rx=2, the generation rate doubles and the number of transmissions inducedper LSU is reduced by a factor of 4, thus the total e�ect is a reduction by a factor of 2 regardingthe bandwidth consumption due to LSUs with TTL equal to Rx. The same argument applies forTTL equal to Rx=4; Rx=8; :::; 2; 1. 14 Finally, the total bandwidth consumption due to all the LSUsgenerated by node X is equal to :Xproactive costHSLS = size of LSU �NRx � te + size of LSU � fx �NRx � te + size of LSU � fx �N2 � Rx � te ++size of LSU � fx �N4 � Rx � te + : : := size of LSU �NRx � te [1 + fx(1 + 12 + 14 + 18 + : : :)]� size of LSU �NRx � te [1 + 2 � fx]Thus, since the size of a LSU only depends on the node density (bounded in average); fx isbounded below 1; and Rx is �(pN) (assumption a.4); the proactive cost per second induced byone node is �(N0:5te ). Since there are N nodes, the proactive cost per second induced by the wholenetwork is �(N1:5te ).8.2 HSLS sub-optimal route costThe key to the derivation of HSLS sub-optimal route cost is to understand that if the probabilityof making an incorrect next hop decision at any time is independent of network size N and tra�c�t, then the sub-optimal route cost increases with respect to tra�c and size as �(�t � N1:5). 15.To visualize this, consider a simple network model where each node's probability of making a badnext hop decision, independently of the distance k to the destination, 16 is p. Moreover, consider14Although assumptions a.3 and a.4 are not applicable to small values of TTL because they are asymptotic con-ditions, previous discussion has already shown that the impact of LSUs with small TTL in the total proactive costinduced in a large network is not signi�cant and we can safely avoid more exact analysis for the bandwidth inducedby this (small TTL) LSUs.15Note that the sub-optimal route cost also depends on mobility and/or rate of topological change so the aboveexpression is not complete. Later, a more precise expression will be derived16Later in this subsection we will show that for HSLS, the probability of a bad next hop decision roughly remainsconstant (or at least lower- and upper- bounded) with respect to the distance to the destination.24



the scenario shown in Figure 4 where a node S must forward a packet towards a destination D (ingeneral, S is not the source of the packet but it is relaying it).Let k be the minimum distance (in hops) from S to D. There are several paths that achievethis distance, and the set of nodes forming part of these paths are enclosed in the small redarea including I1, I2, and I3. Thus a correct next hop decision will be made if the packet isdelivered to any of this three nodes (I1, I2, or I3). Clearly, if the packet is delivered to any ofthese nodes, the distance from the new location of the packet (i.e. I1, or I2, or I3) to D willdecrease by one to k � 1. If a bad next hop decision is made (packet delivered to I4; : : : ; I8, thedistance from the new location of the packet to D will be k (remain the same) or increase to k + 1(can not be more since there is at least one path of k + 1 hops from any Ij to D, i.e. the pathIj � S �minimum pathS to D � D). It can be intuitively seen that the probability that a nexthop error actually produces an increase in the distance to the destination is very rare in a network,unless the density is very small (sparse network). So, we can simplify our model and assume thata packet can be successfully delivered to a proper next hop node (thus reducing the distance to thedestination by 1) with a probability 1� p, or can be delivered to a wrong node leaving the packet'sdistance to the destination unaltered with probability p. If we further assume that consecutiverouting decisions regarding a packet are independent, then we can estimate the expected numberof packets transmissions (trials) necessary to move a packet from a distance k to a distance k � 1as 11�p . And since the optimal number of trials is 1, then the (average) wasted bandwidth in thisone hop transmission is size of data� ( 11�p�1) = size of data� p1�p . Thus, the average number oftransmissions wasted when forwarding a packet from a source Li hops away from the destination issize of data� p1�p �Li. Finally, since each second there are �t �N packets being generated, and theaverage (optimal) path length of this packets is L, the bandwidth wasted due to sub-optimal routesis �t � N � size of data � p1�p � L = �(�t � N1:5), where the last equality holds since L = �(pN)(assumption a.4).The above assumption that consecutive routing decision are independent is obviously not truesince a node routing decisions (and therefore mistakes) are highly correlated over time (until newlink status information is available or some other mechanism { as for example loop detection { isprovided to help not to make the same mistake twice) and space. Thus, this model ignores thepresence of loops and other phenomena. However, the model is good enough to make the point thatif p does not depend on size or tra�c, a protocol sub-optimal route cost increases as �(�t � N1:5)with respect to size and tra�c.The remaining of this subsection will focus in showing that HSLS probability of a bad nexthop decision is independent of the size and approximately constant for di�erent distances to thedestination.. The independence of p with tra�c is obvious since HSLS is a proactive approachwhere routing information is propagated as a consequence of events (link status changes) that are
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independent of the tra�c. 17To analyze the probability of a bad next hop decision we need to go back to Figure 4. ThereDcurrent represents the actual (topological) position of node D. Djpast, with j = 1; 2 represents topossibilities of node D's topological position as seen by node S, k hops away (who may not haveup to date information). The small (red) region B is the set of nodes that belong to any of theminimum distance path from S to D. I1, I2, and I3 belong to this set, and therefore if S choosesone of these nodes as the next hop, a good next hop decision will have been made. Now, the larger(green) region A represents the set of nodes for whom the shortest path �rst algorithm run overS's (out-of-date) topology table gives as output I1, I2, or I3. In our example D1past belongs to thisset whether D2past do not. At this point the reader may be confused since Figure 4 seems to presentareas meanwhile our discussion refers to topologies. In general the sets aforementioned do not haveto cover whole areas and may have arbitrary shapes. Figure 4 presents what is expected to be anaverage case (due to our geometrical analogies motivated by assumptions a.2, a.3, and a.4). Thus,it is expected that the set of nodes described above cover a more-or-less compact area and that thesuccess of the next hop decision made by S is intimately related to the fact that at the time of thelast LSU received from D the physical position (that induces the network topology) of node D wasinside the green area (as for example is the case on D1past). This assumption is more realistic whendealing with large distances.In the above setting, the probability of a bad next hop decision p (at least for an asymptoticallylarge network) will be the probability that at the time tpast when the last LSU was received (orassumed) the node position was not inside the green area (A) given that at the current timetcurrent the node is in the position Dcurrent. This probability clearly depends on the time elapsed(telapsed = tcurrent�tpast) since we last received `fresh' information, and on the node mobility model.Assumption a.8 implies that p is a function of telapsedk . The particular form of this function willdepend on g0=1(x; y) (i.e. the tra�c model) and the normalized area A0 (result of compressing areaA so that the distance from S to D is unity). Thus p = h( telapsedk ; g0=1(x; y);A0). h(:; :; :) form maybe complicated but it is clear that it will be nondecreasing with telapsedk and non-increasing withA0.18Thus, if we can lower bound A0 and upper bound telapsedk when N increases to in�nity we willhave shown that p is bounded independent of N (we already assumed that a node mobility model{ de�ned by its function g0=1(x; y) is independent of the number of nodes). To see that the averageA0 is lower bounded, consider that in the worst case the set of `good' next hop decisions is formed17In some protocols LSU generation and tra�c could be correlated. For example, if eavesdropping of applicationlevel acknowledgments is used to estimate the status of a link. This case has not been considered in this work,although it can be intuitively understood that in such a case the protocol performance will only improve due to quicklink failure detection.18i.e. If one region totally contains another, h evaluated in the former may not be greater than h evaluated in thelatter. 27



by just one node (out of the d neighbors { in average { of a node). Thus, if the network is balanced(in average), the number of nodes that will return the `good' next hop node as the output of theirshortest path �rst algorithm should be roughly N=d. Therefore, the region A0 will consist of afraction of (in average) at least 1=d of the total area.To see that telapsedk is upper bounded, we must consider that a node (say S) that is k hopsaway of another (say D), where 2i < k � 2i+1 will receive updates about any link change detectedby node D at most after 2i � te seconds. Thus, if no LSU has been received in a long time, then attime t the node (S) knows that up until time t� 2i � te no link status change has been experiencedby node D (which is equivalent to say that the relative position of node D with respect to theirneighbors has not change much). 19 It still remains the possibility that D's neighbors move as agroup but this will be detected by nodes closer to S and S will be alerted of this changes. Thus, itis safe to say that the telapsed since S heard about D's whereabouts for the last time is lower than2i � te. Thus telapsedk < 2i�tek = 2ik � te < te. And since te is independent of the network size, weconclude that p is bounded as N grows to in�nity. Which shows that HSLS sub-optimal route is�(�t �N1:5).It is interesting investigate HSLS's sub-optimal route cost dependency with te and if possiblewith speed (s). In order to gain insight with tractable solutions, some extra assumptions need to bemade. For example, consider that g0=1 is such that the functional form of p follows the probabilitydistribution function typically used for analyzing residence time in cellular systems, we can considermobility models that produce a value of p = 1� e�s�telapsedK1k , where K1 is a constant that dependson the topology, average node degree, etc., and �telapsed is the average time elapsed since correctlink status information regarding the destination was available. Such a function is based on theunderlying assumption that the expected node position after a given time varies linearly with thespeed, thus the speed is directly proportional to the rate of topological change (i.e. doubling thespeed will be equivalent to `compress' the time between event by a factor of 2). Then, we can focusin networks where the functional form of p is de�ned by p = 1 � e��lc�telapsedK2k . Note that thisexpression for p depending on the rate of link changes (�lc) makes more sense when dealing withtopologies and may even be true if we relax our mobility constraints (assumptions). In networkswhere the above assumptions are true, HSLS sub-optimal route cost is equal to K3 p1�p�tN1:5 =K3 � (e�lc�telapsedK2k � 1)�tN1:5, where K2 and K3 are constants. Considering the ratio �telapsedk it hasalready been shown that a node (S) that is k hops away of another (D) with 2i < k � 2i+1 willexperience a delay in the reception of new link state information about D that is bounded by 2i � teseconds. It is not di�cult to visualize that on average node S will experience a delay of 2i�te2 . Thusthe average ratio �telapsedk = 2i�te2�k will be bounded by te2 > �telapsedk � te4 . Thus, HSLS sub-optimalroute cost is equal to K3 � (e�lcteK4 � 1)�tN1:5, where K3 and K4 are constants.19Recall that in this normalized model the distance between 2 neighbors is small compared with the area cover bya large number of nodes since density is not allowed to increase beyond a limit.28



8.3 HSLS total overheadHSLS does not induce reactive overhead, thus taking into account the proactive (K5 � N1:5te , whereK5 is a constant) and sub-optimal route cost ( p1�p�tN1:5) we obtain that HSLS total cost is �(N1:5).Now, let's consider that the value of te is not �xed but can adapt with �lc and �t. What isthe best HSLS can do?HSLS total overhead for the class of networks analyzed in the previous subsection is :HSLStotal overhead = N1:5[K5 1te +K3 � (e�lcteK4 � 1)�t]For a moment, let's use the approximation ex � 1 � x, where x = �lcteK4. Thus:HSLStotal overhead � N1:5 � [K5te +K6 � �lc � �t � te]Thus, choosing the value of te that minimizes the above expression we get te = �( 1p�lc�t ),x = �(p�lcp�t ), and HSLStotal overhead = �(p�lc�tN1:5). The previous expression would de�ne theasymptotic behavior of HSLS total overhead only if our approximation ex�1 � x is valid. Indeed, if�t grows asymptotically faster than �lc, the value of x goes to zero and the approximation ex�1 � xis valid.In the other hand, if �lc grows asymptotically faster than �t, the approximation will not bevalid. In this case, since the exponential function is the fastest growing, it is desirable to maintainthe product �lc � te (and therefore the value of p) bounded and therefore we choose te = �( 1�lc ).Thus, HSLS total overhead in this scenario becomes �(N1:5 � (�lc+ �t)) = �(�lc �N1:5), where thelast equality holds due to our assumption that �lc grows asymptotically faster than �t and therefore�lc dominates the previous expression.Thus, based on the above assumption we can say that HSLS total overhead is :HSLStotal overhead = 8<: �(p�lc�tN1:5) if �lc = O(�t)�(�lc �N1:5) if �lc = 
(�t)9 Comparative studyThe previous sections results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 present the overheadresults per source type (proactive, reactive, and sub-optimal route). 20 Table 2 presents the resultsfor total overhead when the tunable parameters are set as to optimize performance (or at least,optimize the lower bounds derived before).These results increase our understanding of the limits and provide valuable insight aboutthe behavior of several representative routing protocols. The better understanding of these limitswill help network designers to better identify the class of protocols to engage depending on theiroperation scenario.20Unless otherwise stated, the HierLS results correspond to HierLS-LM1.29



Protocol Proactive Reactive Sub-optimalPF { { �(�tN2)SLS �(�lcN2) { {DSR-noRC { 
(�sN2) 
(�tN2 log2N)O((�s + �lc)N2)HierLS 
(sN1:5 + �lcN) { �(�tN1:5+�)ZRP �(nk�lcN) 
(�sN2=pnk) O(�tN2=pnk)HSLS �(N1:5=te) { �((e�lcteK4 � 1)�tN1:5)Table 1: Asymptotic results for several routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks.

Protocol Total overhead (best) CasesPF �(�tN2) AlwaysSLS �(�lcN2) AlwaysDSR-noRC 
(�sN2 + �tN2 log2N) AlwaysHierLS 
(sN1:5 + �lcN + �tN1:5+�) LM1 or LM2 approach used
(s �N logN + �lc �N + �tN1:5+�) LM3 approach is usedZRP 
(�lcN2) if �lc = O(�s=pN)
(� 13lc� 23sN 53 ) if �lc = 
(�s=pN) and �lc = O(�sN)
(�sN2) if �lc = 
(�sN)HSLS �(p�lc�tN1:5) if �lc = O(�t)�(�lcN1:5) if �lc = 
(�t)Table 2: Best possible total overhead bounds for mobile ad hoc networks protocols.
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For example, if the designer's main concern is network size; it can be noted that HierLS andHSLS scale better than the others. Similarly, if tra�c intensity is the most demanding requirement,we see that SLS, and ZRP are to be preferred since they scale better with respect to tra�c. ( totaloverhead is independent of �t) with respect to tra�c. HSLS follows, scaling as �(p�t), and PF,DSR, and HierLS are last since their total overhead increases linearly with tra�c. 21Similarly respect to rate of topological change, we get that PF may be preferred (if size andtra�c is small and the rate of topological changes increases too rapidly), since its total overheadis independent of the rate of topological changes. Provably next will be ZRP and DSR since theirlower bounds are independent of the rate of topological changes. The bounds are not necessarilytights, and ZRP and DSR should depend somewhat of the rate of topological change. Finally,for SLS, HierLS, and HSLS we know (as opposed to DSR and ZRP where we suppose) that theyincrease linearly with the rate of topological change.It is interesting to note that when only the tra�c or the mobility is increased (but not both),ZRP can achieve almost the best performance in each case.22 However, if mobility and tra�c wouldincrease at the same rate; that is, �lc = �(�) and �t = �(�) (for some parameter �), then ZRP'stotal overhead (
(�N1:66)) will present the same scalability properties than HSLS (�(�N1:5)) andHierLS (
(�N1:5+�)) with respect to �, with the di�erence that ZRP does not scale as well as theother two with respect to size.These and more complex analysis can be derived from the expression presented in this paper,when di�erent parameters are increased at the same time accordingly with the scenario the designeris interested in.The authors were mainly interested in large networks, and therefore we focused our attentionon HSLS and HierLS. It can be noted that HSLS has better asymptotic properties than HierLS,which means that as size increases HSLS eventually outperform HierLS. The idea of HSLS { beingmuch more simple to implement { outperforming HierLS is counter-intuitive. A �rst reaction tothis result will likely be to assume that the constants involved in the asymptotic analysis may betoo large, preventing HSLS from outperform HierLS under `reasonable' scenario. Thus, the authorsrelied on a couple of simulation experiment to validate if, in e�ect, HSLS may outperform HierLSeven under moderate network size and tra�c load.9.1 A simulation experiment: HSLS vs. HierLS-LM1Table 3 shows the simulation results obtained by OPNET for a 400-node network where nodesare randomly located on a square of area equal to 320 square miles (i.e. density is 1.25 nodes21It is interesting to note that HSLS scale better with tra�c intensities than HierLS (the only other protocolthat scales well with size). This is mainly due because HierLS never attempts to �nd optimal routes towards thedestination, even in slow moving scenarios. HSLS in the other hand, may eventually obtain full topology information{ and therefore optimal routes { if the rate of topological changes is small with respect to 1=te22Almost, because ZRP can not achieve the independence of total overhead with respect to mobility. PF does.31



per square mile). Each node choose a random direction among 4 possible values (45o; 135o; 225o,and 315o), and move on that direction at 28.8 mph (8 milimiles per second). Upon hitting thearea boundaries, a node bounces back. The radio link capacity was 1.676 Mbps, and each source(there were 60) send data at the average rate of 2 packet per second (packet interarrival time wasexponential). Each packet was 4 kbit long (to load the network without increasing simulation timetoo much). Thus, 60 8Kbps streams were generated at each second. Simulation were run for 350seconds, leaving the �rst 50 seconds for protocol initialization, and transmitting packets/collectingstatistic for the remaining 300 seconds. The HierLS approach simulated was of the type HierLS-LM1, and corresponds to the DAWN project [9] modi�cation of the MMWN clustering protocol[6]. The minimum and maximum cluster size was set to 9 and 35 respectively.The metric of interest is the throughput, interpreted as the fraction of packets successfullydelivered. The simulation results presented are not a comprenhensive study of the relative perfor-mance of HierLS versus HSLS under all possible scenarios. They just presents and example of areal-life situation where HSLS outperform HierLS, and complement our theoretical analysis. thetheoretical analysis focuses in asymptotically large network, heavy tra�c load, and saturation con-ditions where the remaining capacity determines the protocol performance. The simulation results,in the other hand, refer to medium size networks with light loads, where depending on the MACemployed, other factors may have more weight over the protocols performance.The results in Table 3 show that HSLS may outperform HierLS in medium size, more realistic,scenarios. However, both protocols performance is quite poor. The above is a consequence of theMAC protocol being employed, which was unreliable CSMA. For the network load being induced,the non-neglectable probability of collision reduced the chance of packets reaching destination morethan a few hops away. Thus, these results are for comparison sake only, since they suggest to usemore elaborated MAC algorithms as the use of the RTS/CTS handshake.Two main reasons contributed to HSLS outperforming HierLS for such a wide margin:1 Since min-hop routing was used, the routing protocols tends to choose paths with `longer' links(i.e. greater distance between the 2 nodes at each extreme of the link). As nodes move,these links deteriorate faster than the `shorter' ones, and as a consequence packtes are beingloss (unreliable MAC). HierLS has to wait until a `degraded' link is declared DOWN beforeswitching the packet transmission to di�erent ones. HSLS, in the other hand, is bene�ted fromquick feedback about a node one-hop neighborhood by eavesdropping the HELLO messages(beacons) exchanged by the neighbor discovery modules. Note that HierLS design philosophyprevents it from using such information, since it relies on all nodes inside the same clusterhaving the same view of the intra-cluster topology. HSLS, in the other hand, was designingunder the assumption that nodes that are closer should be updated more frequently, so thathaving HELLOs messages interpreted as LSUs with TTL equal to 1 falls naturally into HSLSframework. 32



Protocol Thoughput DelayDSR-noRC 
(�sN2 + �tN2 log2N) AlwaysHierLS-LM1 0.0668 0.0134HSLS 0.2454 0.0163HSLS-2 0.1556 0.0141Table 3: Throughput results for a 400-node network for HSLS and HierLS.However, since some of HierLS shortcoming can be aliviated by techniques such as alternatepath routing or by including `stability' as a factor in the route selection, the authors tried toremove some of the bias towards HSLS. For this reason, HSLS-2 was also simulated. In HSLS-2, the routing protocol is prevented of eavesdropping the HELLO messages, and no level 1LSU is transmitted. This was done for comparison sake only, and it is not the intention ofthe authors to propose such an aproach. LSUs with TTL equal to 1 , being inexpensive,improve signi�cantly the protocol performance { as can be seen from the di�erence betweenHSLS and HSLS-2 in Table 3 { so they should always be transmitted. Instead, the authorwould propose to improve HierLS to address the previous issues and improve performance.Unfortunately, due to time-constraint, the aforementioned approach had to be implemented(i.e downgrading HSLS instead of upgrading HierLS). Even with the above modi�cations,HSLS-2 outperformed HierLS.2 HierLS provided longer routes that made extremely di�cult to the packets to reach their destina-tion without colliding. HSLS also su�ered from collisions, but the paths that HSLS providedfor destination close by, tend to be smaller than the ones provided by HierLS. For example,when HSLS provided a 4 hop path, HierLS would provide a 6 six path (for a destinationin a neighboring cluster). The extra path length (2 hops) may seem neglectable, but in ascenario where after 6 hops was almost certain that a packet would collide, it make a greatdi�erence. Since we were moderately loading the network, the probability of collision washigh, and packet are not travelling more than 6 hops in average.It can be seem that the previous results are highly inuence for another factors such as theMAC protocol being used, the quality of the links that neighbor discovery declares up, the latencyon detecting link failures, etc.So, whether HSLS or HierLS should be preferred for a particular scenario, depends on theparticular constraints (for example, if memmory or processing time is an issue, HierLS may bepreferred since it require to store/process an smaller topology table). The present work, however,provides some guidelines, suggesting that as tra�c, network size, and data rate increases, and abetter MAC is employed (allowing to achieve the full channel capacity), HSLS should tend to be33
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